Vanderbilt Program in Molecular Medicine
Clinical Rounds
Fall 2016

All seminars will be held on Fridays in Light Hall 350 from 1:15 to 2:15.

September 9  Stroke: Clinical
              Derek Riebau, MD
              Assistant Professor of Nephrology

September 16 Inflammatory Bowel Disease: Clinical
               Lori Coburn, MD
               Assistant Professor of Medicine

September 23 Autism: Basic
              Sarika Peters, PhD
              Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Developmental Medicine

September 30 Autism: Clinical
               Blythe Corbett, PhD
               Associate Professor of Psychiatry and Psychology

October 21  Inflammatory Bowel Disease: Basic
             Ken Lau, PhD
             Assistant Professor of Cell and Developmental Biology

October 28  Lung Cancer: Clinical
             Pierre Massion, MD
             Professor of Medicine and Cancer Biology

November 4  Lung Cancer: Basic
             Jon Lehman, MD, PhD
             Instructor in Medicine; Lung Cancer, Thymic Cancer and Mesothelioma, Medical Oncology

November 11 Diabetes: Basic
                Dan Moore, MD, PhD
                Assistant Professor of Pediatrics

November 18 Diabetes: Clinical
                Dan Moore, MD, PhD
                Assistant Professor of Pediatrics

December 2  Stroke: Basic
            BethAnn McLaughlin, PhD
            Assistant Professor of Neurology

December 9  Chronic Pain and Its Treatment: Current Status: Basic
            Stephen Bruehl, PhD
            Professor, Division of Research

December 16 Chronic Pain: Clinical
                David Edwards, MD
                Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology

Please note: There is no class on October 7, October 14 or November 25.